The issue of the Europeanisation of national public spheres is a question as to how a discursive media space can be created within the EU. There are forces of convergence at work, such as networking within the borderless digital space. At the same time, there are counterforces: increasing nationalism and populists who identify ‘Brussels’ as a target for their criticism of elites. The vision of a European public sphere appears to share the same fate as the European project as such; as a result of years of crisis, optimism has given way to disillusion. Using coverage of the 2019 EU elections in seven European countries (a total of 57,943 articles from Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, the Czech Republic, and the UK), we draw a picture of a heterogeneous EU public. What is particularly
clear is that the phenomena of horizontal and vertical Europeanisation require more nuanced interpretations. While a high degree of horizontal Europeanisation indicates convergent and pro-European media coverage (as in the cases of Germany and Portugal), a high degree of vertical Europeanisation may indicate polarised publics or an unfree media landscape (as in the UK and Hungary). From a methodological point of view, the study shows that a combination of computational content analysis and international cooperation between scientists can advance research into the European public.
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1. Introduction

The European elections of 2019 took place in the wake of the Brexit referendum and the success of Eurosceptic right-wing populist and far-right parties in national elections in countries such as Hungary, Poland or Italy, so that anti-EU sentiments were dominating the narrative even by then. The 2019 European elections appeared to be indicative of a legitimacy crisis within the European Union. At the same time, never before have so many issues affected the EU as a whole. During the euro crisis or the so-called ‘refugee crisis’, it was already obvious that polarising issues can cause the interests of national media audiences to converge (Benert & Pfetsch, 2021). This does, however, raise the question of whether different countries’ media reporting on what is happening in other countries is what Habermas (2009) had in mind when he referred to the normative goal of a common public sphere, especially when such mutual thematisation appears to be couched primarily in terms of blame narratives (Müller et al., 2018).

We need to be clear about the difference between a toxic polarising clash and normatively desirable convergence to appreciate the current situation of high interest in the EU occurring simultaneously with rampant EU scepticism. It is not enough to measure the relative prominence of European issues, institutions, and developments in other countries in the coverage of national media—these must be placed in a cultural, social and political context. In order to show connections and interdependencies, we need to adopt a comparative approach. However, the individual publics are so heterogeneous that we need also to be aware of the risks of generalising from the particular.

All this presents researchers with serious challenges in terms of methodology. They need to collect representative data in different media systems, analyse content across language boundaries (which often cannot be adequately assessed without the necessary cultural expertise), and at the same time devise an analytical approach that allows for comparison.

We have addressed these challenges in two ways. On the one hand, this analysis was developed as an international research collaboration with communication scientists participating as experts in the media of their respective countries. On the other hand, the evaluations were based on computational content analysis, which allowed us to analyse 57,943 articles from seven countries. The articles were grouped in their original languages into country corpora and analysed with the help of unsupervised topic modelling (Blei et al., 2003), which reveals the latent thematic structures of a corpus. This made it possible to establish how much coverage had been devoted to which topics and, to a certain extent, how certain topic areas are covered in each country. Using this multi-method approach, we can combine the subjective insights of national experts with the objectifying approach of computational content analysis.

The overarching topic of our investigation is the 2019 election to the European Parliament. As the only election that calls all EU citizens to the ballots, this makes a perfect point of reference for analysing the degree of fragmentation or convergence of coverage in different national public spheres as the national media report on both on their EU neighbours and on issues of common concern.
Our study shows that the degree of Europeanisation varies from country to country. In countries where the EU is mainly regarded in a positive light and which enjoy a high level of press freedom, we observe a high degree of convergence in the coverage of EU-related topics, for example in Portugal and Germany. In other countries, the press is more nationally oriented. However, some countries where there is a low level of press freedom (Hungary, for example), EU-related topics occupy a surprisingly high amount of space in the media.

2. Conceptual Framework & State of Research

2.1. Dimensions of Europeanisation

Ever since the founding of the European Union, the question of the legitimacy of European governance and thus the importance of a European public has been a pressing issue. These questions have been made even more urgent in recent years by events such as the European financial crisis, Brexit and the success of Eurosceptic political parties (e.g. Risse, 2014; Picard, 2015; Bobba & Seddone, 2017; Kaiser & Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2017; Dutceac Segesten & Bossetta, 2019). The political and economic crises have led to an increased focus on European politics, which in turn has led to a Europeanisation of the political public sphere (Benert & Pfetsch, 2021).

The media are regarded as playing an important role in the emergence of a common European public sphere; however, the emergence of such a sphere does not require the same transnational media services to be consumed throughout Europe. In fact, even if European topics are discussed in national public spheres, a transnational common understanding of those topics is possible. Thus a European public can be seen as arising from the Europeanisation of national publics (Gerhards, 1993, 2000).

The coverage of European affairs by national media influences the degree of Europeanisation of national public spheres (Brüggemann & Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2009) and thus citizens' views on ‘Europe’ (Boomgarden & de Vreese, 2016). Several studies by Boomgaarden, de Vreese, and colleagues (Boomgaarden et al., 2010, 2013; Schuck & de Vreese, 2011) demonstrate that the visibility of the EU in media coverage potentially plays a key role in providing citizens with “information about the issues at stake and cues them about the importance of the European Parliament elections” (Boomgaarden et al., 2013: 611).

Various indicators are used to measure the degree of Europeanisation (see Table 1). Some researchers argue that the intersection of national media debates (Wessler et al., 2008) is the most important condition for Europeanisation, which can be measured according to whether the same topics are discussed in the national media at the same time and within the same frame of reference (Kantner, 2003: 226) and how they are interpreted. An increasingly convergent approach to interpreting the issues can be regarded as the strongest indicator for Europeanisation, “as it can be interpreted as the result of an increasing openness and exchange between the public debates of the European countries” (Kaiser & Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2017: 800).

Koopmans and Erbe (2004: 101) defined Europeanisation as a vertical or horizontal process: Vertical Europeanisation “consists of communicative linkages between the national and the European level”—for example when national media report on supranational issues or supranational actors such as representatives of the European Commission. Horizontal Europeanisation “consists of communicative linkages between different member states”—when different EU member states report about each other. When media report on national actors in other member states instead of just reporting on events, this is associated with a higher degree of Europeanisation.

Table 1: Dimensions of Europeanisation and associated mode of coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of Europeanisation</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>communicative linkages between the national and the European level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>communicative linkages between different member states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersectional</td>
<td>same topics are discussed at the same time and within the same frame of reference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, the above definitions are somewhat simplistic; in practice, the differences between the dimensions tend to be rather blurred. Thus, mainly vertical topics (e.g. discussions of the decisions of central institutions) always have horizontal components, which are reflected in the news coverage. At the same
time, vertical and horizontal topics are often intersectional. For example, exit negotiations between the UK and the EU (horizontal or vertical, depending on the perspective) are followed with keen interest in many EU member states, i.e., they generate intersectional attention.

2.2. State of Europeanisation

Empirical studies about the convergence of national media debates reach very different conclusions. While Díez Medrano and Gray (2010) found a similar framing for reporting on European integration in seven countries and Wessler et al. (2008) found there to be convergence in the reporting on genetically modified food in five countries, they did not find any for the coverage of military interventions. Kaiser and Kleinen-von Königslöw (2017: 800) conclude that the degree of Europeanisation of national public spheres is highly topic-specific.

The result of Kaiser and Kleinen-von Königslöw’s quantitative content analysis of the coverage of the euro crisis in two German and two Spanish online newspapers between 2010 and 2014 supports Risse’s theory (2014) that the euro crisis contributed to the Europeanisation of national public spheres. The researchers noted a convergence of national media discourses, which has continued to increase. While there were still marked differences between the German and Spanish media analysed between 2010 and 2012, these differences decreased over the next few years so that by 2013-14 the media discourses on the topic were much more similar - "[i]t seems that the Europe-wide negotiation process on how to understand the crisis needed time for a common perception to develop (Kaiser & Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2017: 811)".

These differences were also identified by Picard (2015), who investigated the media coverage on the European debt crisis between 2010 and 2012 in ten European countries (Belgium, Germany, Finland, France, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain). His analysis shows that the media coverage followed a national rather than European approach and that the respective national narratives on the crisis and Europe were based primarily on national concerns and the individual country’s relationship with the European Union. Müller et al. (2018) reached the same conclusion. By identifying the key crisis-related topics in four opinion-leading newspapers in Germany, France, Italy, and Spain, they analysed how narratives of the crisis developed between 2007 and 2016 and concluded: “A transnational consensus view on the causes and consequences of the euro-area crisis—in other words, a common economic narrative on the risks faced by the euro area—is missing” (Müller et al., 2018: 11).

In contrast, Risse (2014: 1208) argues that the euro crisis promoted the Europeanisation of national public spheres and increased the degree of identification with the EU, as it resulted in national media paying more attention to the importance of Europe’s political institutions. It also led to a greater sense of solidarity among many EU member states.

A study by Borchardt et al. (2018) analysing Brexit coverage in eight European countries between September 2017 and March 2018 shows that reporting on Brexit has so far lacked a European approach. Only the Irish media expressed increased concern about the future of the European Union; the media in the other seven countries (Germany, France, Greece, Italy, Poland, Spain, Sweden) focused on the situation in the UK, and only about one in five articles dealt with Brexit’s effect on the EU. Similarly, the results of an analysis of the Ukraine conflict coverage (Fengler et al., 2018) in 13 Western and Eastern European countries indicate that attention to the conflict was distributed very unevenly across these countries. According to Fengler and Kreutler (2020), the key issue of migration in particular shows how far apart media agendas in EU member states are.

Dutceac Segesten and Bossetta (2019) concluded that the national media discourse relating to Euroscepticism is Europeanised, and that this Europeanisation process is driven by national media outlets. Comparing the media discourses on Euroscepticism in 2014 in six countries (the UK, Ireland, France, Spain, Sweden, and Denmark), they found that the UK media to be the least Europeanised. Nevertheless, the UK media discourse still “drives other member states’ media to discuss euroscepticism under the shared frame of British politics” (Dutceac Segesten & Bossetta, 2019: 1064). According to this group of scholars, “the similar topics discussed by the media in the context of reporting about euroscepticism are sufficient” (Dutceac Segesten
& Bossetta, 2019: 1064) for a prerequisite for the ‘mutual understanding’ which according to Risse (2014: 11) is necessary for the emergence of a European public sphere.

Studies have also shown that the Europeanisation of national public spheres is more advanced in some countries than in others. One reason for this could be the duration of EU membership—the longer a country has been a member of the EU, the more the national media report on Europe and the EU (Wessler et al., 2008; Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2012). EU coverage may also be influenced by contextual factors, including country size and, to some degree, Euroscepticism (Brüggemann & Kleinen-von Königslöw, 2009).

As Demeter and Goyanes (2020) indicate, the Europeanisation process can also be influenced by subjective features such as nostalgia. Drawing upon cultural backlash theory, they investigated how a general feeling of nostalgia and a rejection of neoliberal values such as social and cultural diversity have an impact on Eurosceptic attitudes in Mediterranean countries that were badly affected by the financial crisis—especially Spain and Greece.

In most recent studies, the degree of convergence is generally established by comparing national media coverage of topics of a supranational nature—for example, the financial crisis, migration, or, most recently, Brexit. A characteristic feature of such issues is that they are relevant to the European Union as a whole, as well as to individual member states. These topics tend to combine the vertical, horizontal and intersectional dimensions, and it is difficult to disentangle these aspects when analysing such topics. Accordingly, these spotlight studies make it difficult to determine whether the Europeanisation of a country is primarily vertical, horizontal or intersectional. These distinctions are still relevant, however, because the presence of different dimensions of Europeanisation can indicate different dynamics: they can point to a European public that is growing together, but also to a populist and anti-elite framing of the EU. A very pronounced vertical Europeanisation, for instance, may indicate that national reporting is focused on ‘the EU’ as an outside unit, and thus also indicate a tendency towards Euroscepticism and populism. In countries where this is the case, we may expect to encounter a more confrontational tone in media coverage of the EU. Horizontal Europeanisation, on the other hand, may indicate an interest in the policies of neighbouring countries. This phenomenon is to be expected in smaller countries that are economically dependent on larger economies. Intersectional topics, on the other hand, can appear in countries characterised by an interdependence between their media public and the publics of other countries, for example, due to their historical-cultural or linguistic similarities.

Problems arise when the methodological perspective does not allow us to make distinctions between different dimensions of Europeanisation. The contradictory (and in recent years conspicuously stagnant) state of research suggests that some comparative studies have failed to take into account certain decisive characteristics, and that this is hampering research into the current state of the common European public sphere. We therefore propose an approach focused on distinguishing between the different dimensions of Europeanisation (see method, below).

3. Research questions

Based on the current state of research and taking into account the considerations described above, we formulated the following questions with the aim of differentiating between intersectional, horizontal and vertical Europeanisation:

RQ 1 Which intersectional issues have shaped election coverage in all the countries we studied?

RQ2 Viewed from the horizontal dimension, what degree of Europeanisation can be discerned in the public spheres?

RQ3 Viewed from the vertical dimension, what degree of Europeanisation can be discerned in the public spheres we studied?

In addition, we place Euroscepticism within the context of the various dimensions of Europeanisation:

RQ4 What connections can we identify between Euroscepticism and vertical / horizontal Europeanisation?
4. The 2019 European Parliament Elections

Traditionally, EP elections are seen as “second-order elections” (Reif & Schmitt, 1980; Schmitt, 2005); in other words, they are viewed as less important by voters, parties and the media.

In this respect, 2019 was a turning point: voter turnout increased in almost all member states—across the EU, it reached almost 51 per cent, the highest level of participation since 1994. Many states, especially in Central and Eastern Europe, reported the highest turnout since they joined the European Union (Czech Republic, Hungary, Croatia, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Lithuania); in Poland, turnout actually doubled compared to the 2014 election. In Germany, with 61.4 per cent, voter turnout reached its highest level since 1989. (Felbermayr et al., 2019: 384)

For several reasons, the 2019 EP elections were by common consent the most important European Parliament elections to date. Right-wing populist parties all over Europe were expected to perform well, and “[…] the fight over ‘Europe’s future’ was a central theme in a number of EU countries, and perhaps in part this contributed to rising turnout” (Hobolt, 2019: 17).

As Felbermayr et al. (2019: 384) observe, national issues continued to dominate the election campaigns in many member states—which might have increased journalists’ tendency to report on the European elections through domestic frames of reference (de Vreese, 2009). Yet there were more common European issues than in previous European elections, e.g. migration policy, climate and energy policy, the question of how to deal with the United States of America. (Felbermayr et al., 2019: 384)

Although the European Parliament emerged with renewed strength from the European elections, Eurosceptic parties won in four of the six largest EU states—in France (RN: 23.3 %), in Britain (The Brexit Party: 30.7 %), in Italy (Lega: 34.3 %), and in Poland (PiS: 45.4 %). According to Reif and Schmitt (1980: 9), many citizens do not vote at all in ‘second-order elections’, and if they do, they use them as an opportunity to express their dissatisfaction with their national governments and vote for smaller parties—nowadays including “those that are critical of the EU” (Curtice, 2019: 9).

Despite this, Eurosceptic parties failed to become the dominant force that many observers had predicted. However, the elections “delivered a blow to the two major party groups” (Hobolt, 2019: 16). For the first time in four decades the centre-right European People’s Party (EPP) and the centre-left Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats lost their overall majority. Citizens voted instead for the smaller Eurosceptic, liberal and green parties. It is noteworthy that while public interest in the European Union has never been so high, the elections produced the most fragmented European Parliament so far.

5. Comparative Approach

The present study seeks to provide a comparative perspective on coverage of the European Parliament elections in countries with different political systems and journalism cultures (Hallin & Mancini, 2004, 2012; Brüggemann et al., 2014; Dobek-Ostrowska, 2015). The comparative approach allows new concepts, hypotheses and insights to emerge. As various scholars have noted (e.g. Livingstone, 2003; Esser, 2004; Esser & Hanitzsch, 2012; Chan & Lee, 2017), comparative research plays a key role in helping us to overcome the spatial and temporal limitations of our theories, assumptions and propositions. The comparative method enables researchers to identify the impact of social, political and cultural contexts on media and communication phenomena (Chan & Lee, 2017: 1), allows them to analyse transnational processes in differing contexts and contributes to better international understanding (Livingstone, 2003: 479).

“At the most fundamental level, comparison allows people to better understand a case. What people take for granted about a case may turn out to be rather unique when put into comparison with other cases, and what people regard as special about a case may turn out to be rather commonplace.” (Chan & Lee, 2017: 1)

Hallin and Mancini (2004) propose three models of media systems: the North Atlantic or Liberal Model, the North/Central European or Democratic Corporatist Model, and the Mediterranean or Polarised Pluralist
Model, which are based on four variables, namely the structure of the media market, political parallelism, journalistic professionalisation and the role of the state (Hallin & Mancini, 2004: 296).

According to Hallin and Mancini (2004: 11) the Liberal Model, “characterised by a relative dominance of market mechanisms and commercial media” can be attributed to the United Kingdom [1], the Democratic Corporatist Model, categorised by a “historical coexistence of commercial media and media tied to organized social and political groups, and by a relatively active but legally limited role of the state” to Germany, and the Polarised Pluralist Model, which shows an “integration of the media into party politics, weaker historical development of commercial media, and a strong role of the state” to Italy and Portugal[2].

Hallin and Mancini’s media model focused on 18 Western Europe countries and North America; other parts of the world were not included. Jakubowicz and Sükösd (2008: 28) were among the first scholars to scrutinise the development of media models in CEE countries: “Central and Eastern Europe have provided a venue for ‘a battle of the models’, where the American and Western European concepts of media system organization fought for dominance.” Jakubowicz (2008: 47) argues that former communist countries have some characteristics in common with the countries grouped together in Hallin and Mancini’s Polarized Pluralist Model: they have only recently undergone democratisation, they lag behind in economic development, and there is a strong role of the state.

Mihelj and Huxtable (2018) take a different approach: they developed a new framework for comparative media analyses, using the example of television under communism in Poland, Romania, Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic between 1960 and 1990. Their approach no longer focuses primarily on determining political structures, but moves towards a media culture research that includes the interaction of specific patterns, practices and meaning in the processes of production, content, use and reception.

The findings of the international Journalistic Role Performance Project (Mellado 2020) also suggest that the hybrid, fluid and dynamic nature of journalistic roles around the globe mean that it is time to challenge long-held assumptions about a dominant type of journalism prevailing in different political, economic and geographical contexts.

In Hallin’s and Mancini’s Comparing Media Systems beyond the Western World, which looks at the applicability of the three models and four dimensions to other parts of the world, Dobek-Ostrowska (2012: 49) says with reference to the Polish media system that “[c]ertainly it has many characteristics of the Polarized Pluralist model”, as the daily press makes up only a very small part of the media market and electronic media dominate. Journalistic professionalism is at a lower level than in the other two models. “The state plays a significant role as the owner of public radio and television” and “[i]nstrumentalization of the public broadcasting media by the government and political parties is evident!”, Dobek-Ostrowska (2012: 49) emphasises—and this has become even more true since the conservative populist Law and Justice party (PiS) came to power in 2015. Yet in 2012 the same scholar concluded that the Polish media system can be seen as “a hybrid of the Polarized Pluralist and Liberal models, with a few elements of the Democratic Corporatist model and the country’s postcommunist legacy” (Dobek-Ostrowska, 2012: 49), due among other factors to the tabloidisation of the late 1990s and the privatisation, competition and commercialisation of the 2000s (Dobek-Ostrowska & Głowacki, 2008: 16).

In 2015, Dobek-Ostrowska developed four models of media and politics for post-Soviet countries: the Hybrid Liberal, the Politicized Media, the Media in Transition and the Authoritarian model. In addition to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia and Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Poland are grouped in the Hybrid Liberal Model. Back in 2014, these last two countries were assigned to the highest positions in the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index Democracy index of all the 21 post-Soviet European states and enjoyed a high level of press freedom, in addition to being members of the European Union. (Dobek-Ostrowska, 2015: 19, 26).

The grouping of Poland in the Hybrid Liberal Model has long since ceased to be valid. After the conservative populist Law and Justice party (PiS) came to power in 2015, extreme political pressure was brought to bear on public service media (Kuś 2019)—and increasingly also on private media. The Polish government regularly maintains that foreign companies—especially German ones—own too high a stake in the Polish
media and claims that this is an undesirable state of affairs; on several occasions, it has announced its intention to ‘re-polonise’ the private media sector (Szymol 2020). Poland’s ranking in the Reporters without borders world press freedom index fell from 18 in 2015 to 62 in 2020 (Reporters without borders, 2015, 2020a). Press freedom is also declining in the Czech Republic. According to Reporters without borders (2020b), “Czech journalists face major challenges, including threats to public broadcasting from government-controlled supervisory bodies and online smear campaigns, with the result that there are fewer and fewer critical journalists”. The Czech Republic’s ranking in the world press freedom index fell from 13 in 2015 to 40 in 2020 (Reporters without borders, 2015, 2020a).

Hungary is grouped together with Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, and Serbia in the Politicized Media model. These countries are in an “early consolidation phase of democracy” and in the “secondary transition stage of the media reform”, classified as ‘partly free’ according to the 2015 press freedom index, and rank between 50th and 57th place in the 2014 democracy index (Dobek-Ostrowska, 2015: 19, 28). Recent developments confirm this trend: Hungary’s leading opposition newspaper Népszabadság was shut down in 2016 (Polyák, 2016); and since its establishment in 2018, the pro-government Central European Press and Media Foundation has dominated the media landscape (e.g. Kennedy 2019; Reporters without borders, 2020c). Hungary’s ranking in the world press freedom index fell from 65 in 2015 to 89 in 2020 (Reporters without borders, 2015, 2020a). In July 2020, pressure on the leading independent news site Index.hu—the last of Hungary’s main independent media outlets—brought matters to a crisis point: after government-critical editor in chief Szabolcs Dull was laid off, almost the entire staff of Index resigned in protest, and a new editorial team was assembled by the government-friendly owner. (Polyák, 2020).

6. Method

6.1. Trade-offs of representativeness

The analysis of different public spheres presents a number of challenges. Two scientific quality criteria are key: representativeness and comparability. The issue of representativeness (see Figure 1) arises when it comes to selecting the countries to be studied (macro level)—from a comparative perspective, it is desirable to include different countries and for there to be at least one example of each of the different types of systems under consideration. At the next level, we need to select representative lead media according to similar criteria (meso-level) to allow for a comparison between the selected countries based on their systemic differences (see section on data gathering). This step reveals the conflicting demands of representativeness at the different levels. And finally, it is important to select a representative topic for investigation (micro level), which again presents conflicting demands that have to be weighed up carefully. As already noted, topics of supranational scope, such as Brexit or the financial crisis, are too specific to allow us to explore the different dimensions of Europeanisation, as these only become apparent when the full range of the national topic agenda is taken into consideration. We therefore need to select an overarching topic that is relevant to all countries, but at the same time allows us to observe national sub-themes in each country.

6.2. Trade-offs of standardisation

In a comparative approach, in addition to selecting an object of investigation at each individual level, it is crucial to develop a sufficiently standardised investigation instrument to ensure comparability. Here, the challenge is to achieve the right balance between the standardisation of the method and ensuring that researchers are free to use their background knowledge and cultural expertise in order to discover unexpected connections.

The method design—data selection and the investigation instrument—must find a middle ground between these conflicting objectives.
6.3. Data Gathering

The study relies on seven large-scale corpora from countries from different media systems (Hallin and Mancini, 2004; Dobek-Ostrowska, 2016): the United Kingdom (Liberal Model), Germany (Democratic Corporatist Model), Portugal and Italy (Polarized Pluralist Model), Czech Republic (Hybrid Liberal Model), Poland (Hybrid Liberal Model with tendencies towards the Politicized Media Model), and Hungary (Politicized Media Model). They consist of mostly print and some online articles from three leading media outlets in the respective countries.

The media outlet selection was guided by media reach, diversity (political direction, distinction between quality newspaper and tabloid) and availability in databases.[3]

Our European research consortium, consisting of journalism and communication science scholars from renowned research facilities in the Czech Republic, Germany [4], Poland, Portugal, Italian-speaking Switzerland and the United Kingdom, was tasked with selecting print media agenda-setters which have a high impact on the national news agenda and on public debates in the countries under consideration. In most countries a liberal, a conservative and a tabloid were chosen; in Portugal, a political profile distinction was not feasible as Portuguese newspapers do not have a specific political orientation.

Table 2: Corpus summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>World Press Freedom Index 2020 (Rank)</th>
<th>National media (sampled articles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>22.93 (35)</td>
<td>Guardian, Daily Telegraph, Daily Mail (16,600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Corporatist Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GER</td>
<td>12.16 (11)</td>
<td>Bild, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Welt (14,072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POR</td>
<td>11.83 (10)</td>
<td>Correio da Manhã, Jornal de Notícias, Público, (6,424)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarized Pluralist Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>23.69 (41)</td>
<td>Corriere della Sera, Il Giornale, Repubblica (5,854)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Liberal Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>23.57 (40)</td>
<td>Blesk, Hospodařské noviny, Právo (4,552)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>28.65 (62)</td>
<td>Fakt, Gazeta Wyborcza + wyborcza.pl, Rzeczpospolita, (5,931)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicized Media Model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>30.84 (89)</td>
<td>Index.hu, Magyar Idők/ Magyar Nemzet [5], Origo.hu (4,550)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An overview of the countries, the media outlets, and the national article corpora

For the United Kingdom, the liberal “Guardian”, the conservative “Daily Telegraph”, and the tabloid “Daily Mail” were selected, for Germany the liberal “Süddeutsche Zeitung”, the conservative “Welt”, and the tabloid “Bild”, for Portugal the broadsheets “Jornal de Notícias” and “Público”, and the tabloid “Correio da Manhã”, and for Italy the centre-left “Repubblica”, the centrist “Corriere della Sera” and the rightist “Il Giornale”. In Italy, there is no clear demarcation between quality newspapers and tabloids and the
distinctions are rather based on political leaning. For the Czech Republic, the left-wing “Právo”, “Hospodařské noviny”, a conservative daily focused on business and economics, and the tabloid “Blesk” were chosen, for Poland the liberal “Gazeta Wyborcza”, the conservative “Rzeczpospolita”, and the tabloid “Fakt!”, and for Hungary the pro-government newspaper “Magyar Idők”, the pro-government online news portal “Origo.hu”, and the liberal news site “Index.hu”. For Hungary, two online news sites were chosen as selecting a conservative, a liberal and a tabloid newspaper would not have represented the reality of the Hungarian media landscape. The only newspaper which is critical of the government is the leftist newspaper Népszava, but it has a very small circulation and limited reach. The liberal online portal index.hu was until July 2020 one of the most popular news sites in Hungary.

All articles were published between 1 May 2018 and 31 May 2019, and include the words “European parliament elections” or “European elections” or “EU parliament elections” or “EU elections” or “European parliament” or “EU parliament”, or at least twice the words “European Union” or “EU”, or “European Union” and “EU”. For the gathering of articles, the databases Factiva, Nexis and Newton Media Search (the latter for the Czech newspapers “Blesk” and “Právo”) were used. Hungarian articles were scraped directly from the news media’s homepage. In total, our corpora consists of 57,943 articles (see Table 2).

6.4. Instrument of analysis: Standardised exploratory procedure with computational methods

The basis of the investigation is the topic modelling method LDA (Blei et al., 2003). This text-mining approach makes it possible to find latent thematic connections in large text corpora, independent of the language of the text. The starting point for this automatic pattern recognition is the correlation between linguistic units of similar meaning (words, phrases) and a similar distribution over certain linguistic contexts. In LDA, these relationships are modelled as topics and as probability distributions over all words. Each document in the corpus can also be represented as a probability distribution (over the topics). The LDA topics can reflect general topic structures as well as more subtle contexts—their granularity depends on certain variables: the nature of the corpus, the length and number of documents, and their thematic mix and composition; it also depends on the settings chosen by the researcher. Even unsupervised procedures require calibration—in the case of LDA, for example, the variable K is of great importance (Jacobi et al., 2016: 100). It indicates the number of topic clusters to be formed and is therefore decisive for the ‘resolution’ of the corpus: a larger K value means finer granularity.

Unsupervised approaches like LDA allow for an explorative-quantitative approach and are therefore well suited to procedures that require both standardisation and the openness of qualitative approaches. In the following, we describe our multi-stage comparative procedure based on LDA models:

1.) The multilingual data sets described above were fed into the system by means of different R packages (‘LexisNexisTools’, Gruber, 2020; ‘tm.plugin.factiva’; Bouchet-Valat et al., 2019) and converted into a uniform data format (as ‘textmeta’ objects, see R-package ‘tosca’, Koppers et al., 2020). The pre-processing steps were identical for each corpus: For example, language-specific “stop words” (generic words such as pronouns, numerals, conjunctions, etc.) were removed, as were punctuation marks. Upper case letters were converted to lower case. Only words that occur more than five times were transferred to the corpus, etc.

2.) LDA models were estimated on the basis of the corpus prepared in this way. The most important output is word lists (called the ‘top words’), which are representative for a topic and also indicate its share in the overall corpus. The number of topic clusters to be generated (the variable K) was chosen depending on the consistency and interpretability of the word lists. To this end, we sent various models to our research partners—after coordinating this process, we selected a version with 30 topics. For the sake of comparability, we chose not to select different K values per corpus. We thought about taking different corpus sizes into account—however, higher K values did not yield any decisive gains in insights, even for larger corpora.

3.) The models we selected in this way were each labelled, i.e. the word lists were provided with headings. This enabled us to identify intersectional topics and their shares in the respective corpus. At the same time, we searched the first five top words for indicator terms for horizontal or vertical Europeanisation. Horizontal indicators were, for example, mentions of other EU countries or foreign
politicians; vertical indicators were European institutions, representatives, mentions of the European capital Brussels, etc.

4.) Parallel to this quantitative evaluation, our international research partners qualitatively interpreted the LDA results in their capacity as country experts, drawing out inferences that would not have emerged from a more mechanical interpretation of the word lists. The aim was to explain the individual topics and the main focal points of coverage that are evident from the word lists, and to interpret them in the context of political and cultural factors specific to each country.

7. Results

RQ 1 Which intersectional issues have shaped election coverage in all the countries we studied?

We identified three intersectional topics in the different countries’ news coverage: Brexit, Donald Trump, and migration (see Figure 2). The most important pan-European topic for all the countries under consideration is Brexit. More than a fifth of the British corpus is directly associated with Brexit issues, while other topics deal with its indirect effects, for example on Ireland and Scotland. Scotland has long been more pro-European than England or Wales, and Scotland’s backing of the ‘Remain’ campaign in the 2016 Brexit vote (with 62% voting to stay in the EU) reignited the long-simmering debate on Scottish independence. UK media coverage of the sub-theme Brexit/Ireland in the run-up to the EU election focused mainly on the potential impact of Britain’s withdrawal from the EU on relations between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland and the status of the border between the two countries.

The dramatic events surrounding the UK’s exit referendum did not only dominate British reporting: The German corpus also reveals three topic clusters on Brexit — in addition to a general topic on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom, there is a topic primarily concerned with the role of Theresa May, plus a third one that mainly reflects the perspective of the EU. Apart from the German corpus, this vertical perspective is only found in the Czech media coverage. In Italy, almost 10 percent of the corpus is devoted to the topic of Brexit; news coverage even raised the hypothetical option of an ‘Italexit’. In Poland, the issue is particularly relevant because many Poles are resident in the UK as guest workers.

Table 3: Migration topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GER</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>POR</th>
<th>CZ</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>HU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>migrants</td>
<td>countries</td>
<td>refugees</td>
<td>refugees</td>
<td>merkel</td>
<td>migrants</td>
<td>migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refugees</td>
<td>germany</td>
<td>immigrants</td>
<td>migrants</td>
<td>cdu</td>
<td>asylum</td>
<td>illegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>italy</td>
<td>italy</td>
<td>salvini</td>
<td>asylum</td>
<td>csu</td>
<td>migration</td>
<td>migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>migration</td>
<td>merkel</td>
<td>old forest</td>
<td>countries</td>
<td>chancellor</td>
<td>migration</td>
<td>italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people</td>
<td>migrants</td>
<td>hungarian</td>
<td>merkel</td>
<td>eu</td>
<td>migration</td>
<td>asylum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exemplary LDA topics on migration (translated into English)

While all the countries report similarly on Brexit, the issue of migration is contextualised differently (see Table 3). In the Czech Republic, for example, migration is a symbol of a troubled Europe. The two topics related to migration have clear horizontal references to Italy (top words: Italy, Salvini) and Germany (top words: Merkel, CDU, CSU, Chancellor): Czech journalists report on the rise of Italy’s far-right leader Salvini and political agitation in Germany—particularly in Chancellor Merkel’s party—attributing both to immigration (comparative relationships can be also found in the Hungarian corpus). Similar horizontal references are found in the media of individual countries: while Germany focuses on the situation in Italy (especially the disputed legal status of those giving aid to refugees on the Mediterranean)—Italy, on the other hand, reports a lot on German political attitudes, with a special focus on Chancellor Angela Merkel. In both countries, the topic is prominent in news reporting. Horizontal references are also made in Poland, including the treatment of refugees in Hungary, which the anti-refugee Polish government regards as a kind of role model. In Hungary itself, the main narrative relating to the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ is the one created by the government: Hungarian Prime Minister Víctor Orbán presents himself as the defender of a Christian Europe against the ‘leaders of the EU’.
As with Brexit, ‘Trump’ is not really perceived as a pan-European challenge, i.e. vertical references are also missing here. Instead, Trump is often presented in connection with other geopolitical actors, such as Russia (e.g. in Italy) or China (in the UK). In Poland, discussions about the United States of America are closely linked to the US military presence in the country (top word: Nato).

Other EU-related topics also fail to make it onto the shared agenda of national publics. Even current global issues of huge importance, such as the climate crisis or the regulation of US-American platform companies, are not covered everywhere. In general, there is a lack of vertical, common themes that could have a Europeanising effect—for example, articles on joint projects that could highlight the advantages of joint action within the European Union. Very rarely are reports in individual countries presented from an EU perspective.

**Figure 2: Intersectional topics**
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Share of topics identified as intersectional in the national corpora.

**RQ2** What is the degree of Europeanisation in the public spheres we studied in the horizontal dimension?

On average, the corpora show a horizontal Europeanisation degree of 12.5 percent, i.e. on average, 12.5 percent of a corpus can be assigned to topics that are strongly associated with another EU member state. Germany stands out with the highest share of horizontal topics (18.2 percent), United Kingdom with the lowest share (7.7 percent). Six EU countries play a central role in German reporting on the EU elections (see Table 4): Italy (migration), Greece (Chinese investments in South-East Europe), France (‘Franco-German partnership’), United Kingdom (Brexit) as well as a joint topic: Hungary and Poland (freedom of justice and rule of law in Central Eastern Europe).

In addition to Brexit, as mentioned above, the issue of migration is often the reason for horizontal references in different constellations, especially to Italy and Germany. In general, we observed that small countries rarely get any coverage—except for UK reports on Ireland (border problems due to Brexit) and the coverage of Spanish topics in Portuguese media (especially the election in Catalonia).
Table 4: Summary of horizontal topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Share (%) / number of horizontal topics</th>
<th>EU countries that are subject of the news coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>18.2 / 6</td>
<td>FRA, GR, IT, PL, UK, HU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POR</td>
<td>15 / 3</td>
<td>DE, FRA, IT, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>14.5 / 4</td>
<td>DE, FRA, IT, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>12 / 4</td>
<td>DE, FRA, IT, PL, UK, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>11.3 / 4</td>
<td>DE, FRA, IT, PL, UK, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>8.6 / 5</td>
<td>DE, FRA, IR, IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>7.7 / 3</td>
<td>FRA, IR, IT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share/number of horizontal topics and addressed EU countries

**RQ3** What is the degree of Europeanisation in the public spheres we studied in the vertical dimension?

The degree of vertical Europeanisation is higher than the measured horizontal Europeanisation, both across the board (an average of 24.8 per cent), and for individual countries. In terms of content, this is unsurprising, since the corpora’s texts were sampled for keywords associated with the parliamentary elections (see search terms). Accordingly, the vertical issues mostly relate to the European elections themselves, to institutions such as the Commission or Parliament, or to candidates, such as Manfred Weber (top word Weber in Germany and Hungary). More specific EU issues are, for example, the European Court of Justice’s decisions on driving bans (particularly of interest to the car-loving nation Germany) or measures taken by the European Central Bank (particularly of interest in highly indebted Italy).

Table 5: Summary of vertical topics/ combined dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Share (in %)/ Number of vertical topics</th>
<th>Share of combined dimensions (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>38 / 9</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>34.9 / 7</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>30.9 / 8</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>22.6 / 5</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POR</td>
<td>20.4 / 5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>13.5 / 5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>13.5 / 4</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share/number of vertical topics and share of combined dimensions (sum of horizontal and vertical topics)

Surprisingly, the horizontal and vertical dimensions vary greatly between countries. Most topics with vertical references are found in the corpora from Hungary and the UK (see Table 5). When we add up the share of topics with horizontal and vertical dimensions, it becomes clear that Hungary has the highest general degree of Europeanisation of all the countries we studied. While the media in other countries used the occasion of the EU elections to report on national political issues (especially in Portugal and Italy, where the EU election was considered a test run for upcoming national elections), Hungary and UK focused on a range of EU topics.

**RQ4** What connections can we identify between Euroscepticism and vertical / horizontal Europeanisation?

As we have seen, analyses of horizontal and vertical Europeanisation produce a disparate picture. This shows that horizontal and vertical dimensions of Europeanisation have different functions within the different public spheres. A comparison of our results with demographic data on the approval ratings...
accorded to EU membership within individual countries (Schulmeister et al., 2019) provides some hints as to how to account for them.

It is striking that the countries with the highest approval ratings, Portugal (69 percent) and Germany (76 percent) are also the countries with the highest proportion of horizontal reporting. A positive attitude towards the EU seems to correlate with a country’s interest in its European neighbours. It is in Portugal and Germany that we find the highest degree of convergence of public opinion with regard to the EU.

In contrast to this, the countries with the lowest approval ratings regarding EU membership are the Czech Republic (33 percent) and Italy (36 percent). These countries are also the ones with the lowest degree of vertical references. The EU itself, its institutions and representatives, played only a marginal role in the election coverage of these countries—overall, national issues were the main focus of attention. In the Czech Republic, for example, many articles deal with the resignation of ministers, or insurance and healthcare, stressing the lack of medical doctors. In Italy, the agenda features mostly national issues, such as the TAV project (high-speed train between Turin and Lyon) or the budget law. In general, the Czech Republic and Italy are thus representative of a group of public spheres with a low degree of internationalisation, which can be described as national in the traditional sense.

The third group is the one with average approval ratings (UK: 43, Hungary: 61, Poland: 68, EU average: 61). It is particularly striking that these countries show the highest difference between vertical and horizontal Europeanisation values. More often than on average, the EU is presented as a separate entity, especially in the context of the conflicts between the respective member state and the European Union. Other member states receive comparatively little attention. This characteristic is most pronounced in Hungary, where the press mainly reflects the government’s EU-critical view. Conflict topics can also be found in Poland: the topic of turbulent relations (in the wake of the parliamentary elections of 2015) between the PiS government and EU institutions formed an important part of the pre-electoral media agenda, highlighting problems such as European Commission demands on the Polish government, rule of law, and changes in the Polish judiciary system. In this sense, a high divergence between the dimensions points to a confrontational attitude towards the EU—a form of populist Europeanisation.

8. Discussion

This paper took as its starting point the realisation that in the past, the theoretically described dimensions of Europeanisation could not be brought to bear in a methodologically satisfactory way. A new comparative, computer-based approach was used to ascertain whether contradictions in the current state of research have anything to do with this lack of differentiation. In fact, we were able to show that horizontal and vertical Europeanisation do not correlate in any reliable way—the lack of correlation indicates that these are two different dynamics that must be interpreted differently. While a high degree of horizontal Europeanisation indicates a convergent and pro-European media coverage, a high degree of vertical Europeanisation (with low horizontal Europeanisation) may indicate a polarised or unfree media landscape.

The contradictory results of previous studies, for example on the euro crisis (Risse, 2014; Picard, 2015; Müller et al., 2018), can thus be reassessed: a focus on the European Union may in some countries be associated with confrontational, populist reporting, which does not necessarily go hand in hand with an increased interest in other member states.

In addition to confrontational and convergent countries, we were able to identify nation-state oriented countries with a low overall degree of Europeanisation. The developed classification is not directly related to the countries’ media systems. However, it is striking that the countries in the sample with the lowest degree of freedom of the press (Hungary and Poland [10]) can be assigned to the confrontational group, while the countries with the highest degrees of freedom of the press (Germany and Portugal) are representative of the convergent type. The concept of Europeanisation must therefore also be seen in terms of whether or not it helps to promote EU ideals—confrontational reporting could be viewed more as ‘dark Europeanisation’ in conflict with EU norms.
It is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study. Though newspaper readership continues to fall steadily in all the countries under consideration, our study focused on print media and took only a few online news sites into account. This is due to the study design and the limited free-of-charge access to articles in electronic archives. Ultimately, the databases Factiva and Nexis, which contain mainly articles from print media, suited our purposes. As the Hungarian media were not present in these databases, we had to scrape the data—a practice that comes with technical and legal uncertainties. Due to our selection it was not possible to represent each country’s media landscape in its entirety. A common research database containing print and online articles from all European countries, from which it is possible to download data in a consistent format, would definitely facilitate the carrying out of such large-scale studies.

9. Conclusion

The issue of Europeanisation of national public spheres is also a question of how a discursive media space can be created within the EU. There are forces of convergence at work in this process, such as networking in the borderless digital space, cross-border journalism, and the increasing political and social interconnections within the European Union. At the same time, there are counterforces: rising nationalism, populists who identify ‘Brussels’ as a target for their criticism of elites, restricted freedom of the press, and dwindling journalistic resources due to the crisis of media business models. The vision of a European public sphere appears to share the same fate as the European project as such—as a result of years of crisis, optimism has given way to disillusionment. Development perspectives have been reassessed, and there are no longer any easy answers.

Against this background, the present paper is intended to help us to arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the complex phenomenon that is Europeanisation. To do this, we need to be aware of its vertical and horizontal dimensions, relate it to political and cultural events, and compare the dynamics of different countries. Computational methods now make it possible to compare representative media corpora across language barriers. However, without the cultural background knowledge of human experts, the results of such methods would remain one-dimensional.

Our study shows that the combination of computational content analysis and international cooperation between media scholars can advance research into the European public, allowing such research to move forward following a period when it became mired in contradictions. It offers some answers to research-economic dilemmas, allows for a standardised exploratory approach, and could provide a model for future studies.
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11. Notes

1. In 2013, Esser and Umbricht concluded that while much of Hallin’s and Mancini’s model is still valid, the categorisation of the British media system should be revised as it does not only show features of the Liberal Model but also of the Mediterranean media system as British media often include polarising elements in their coverage.

2. In 2010, Hallin and Mancini noted that questions were raised about Portugal’s classification under the Polarized Pluralist Model, and the “location of Portugal as a case closely proximate to that of Spain” (Hallin and Mancini, 2010: 58). The authors emphasise that “in fact political parallelism has declined significantly in Portugal and it has diverged from the pattern of Spain and other Southern European countries that is quite interesting and calls for explanation” (Hallin and Mancini, 2010: 58). Nevertheless, they point out the system “still seems to have at least some important characteristics of the Polarized Pluralist Model” (Hallin and Mancini, 2010: 58). In a more recent article (2016), Santana-Pereira argues that “the Portuguese media system is characterized by structural patterns and normative roles identical to those of other
polarized pluralist systems, and that in Europe media performances depend greatly on the levels of journalist professionalization” (Santana-Pereira, 2016: 780).

3. Due to this selection, our study does not represent each country’s media landscape in its entirety.

4. The Hungarian colleague carried out a research stay at a German university at the time of the study.

5. The publication of Magyar Idők was discontinued on 6 February 2019; since then the newspaper has been published under the name Magyar Nemzet.

6. As explained above Index.hu is no longer an independent media outlet.

7. The articles from the Portuguese and Hungarian media also contained the word “Brussels” as in the media coverage of both countries the name of the city is often used as a shorthand label for the European Union as a whole.


9. This top word originates from another context in which the word ‘migration’ is relevant. Namely the reporting on the migration of bison herds in the ‘Puszcza Białowieska’, a forest area in Poland (‘Puszcza’ means ‘old forest’).

10. In the findings, the UK is subsumed in this group. However, it is doubtful whether our study period allows a generally valid classification of the British media coverage as Brexit reporting has massively distorted the measurement of European references.